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Robert John 
MACLEAN 

John MILICEVIC 

11/09/1992 Paul GELLATLY Robert MACLEAN was a 48 year old heterosexual male 
who was unemployed and on a disability pension. He was 

murdered on the street after leaving Jacluorts on George 
nightclub, George Street, Sydney by Paul GELLATLY This 
area is not known to be frequented by any particular 

groups. GELLATLY was a 27 year old heterosexual male 
who did not know MACLEAN prior to the night of his 

murder where several altercations took place between 
the pair. GELLATLY believed MACLEAN to be homosexual. 

MACLEAN was found with extensive iduries to his head 
and body caused by GELLATLY punching and kicking him. 

GELLATLY was charged and convicted of manslaughter 
(an) amault occasioning actual bodily harm, and was 

sentenced to a total of 400 hours community service. 

1S/08/1393 11f24=   1.n MILICEVIC was a as year oltl male who was believed
NOIRE I, to be homosexual. He worked as a Banking Messenger for 

fi138J9- 1 Westpac Banking Corporation. He was murdered in 

Rushaffers Bay Park which is a known beat location by 

and Ngue 
j 1,11, 32,1.5m, 15 years old...5Tand APet were 17 

years old. All three young persons were heterosexual and 
not known to MILICEVIC. MILECEVIC was found in 

Rushatters Bay Park with two stab wounds to the back 

and one to the mouth and taken to Hospital where he 
a. after a second surgery due to a punctured lung. It is 

unknown which young person stabbed MILECEVIC. 

NeeteLkwas charged with murder, pled guilty to 

manslaughter and sentenced) . 7 years imprisonment 
with a non parole of 3 years.Iteateelwas charged and 

convicted of murder and was senrvnced to 02 yenrsth 
Juvenile Detention with a .n parole of 8 yearsjr.tI 

was charged with murder, pled guilty to accessory after 
the fact of murder, and sentenced to 3 years good 

behaviour supervised with a $1000.00 surety. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

At the time of his death, Robert MACLEAN was 49 years old. He had a de-facto 
wfe, 193 ). Robert andj 193 had been together for the past 16 

years however did not have any children together. There is no evidence that 
indicated MACLEAN identified as anything other than a heterosexual male. No 
information was reviewed that indicated the sexuality of Paul GELLATLY. 

Whilst there is no information pertaining to GELLATM'S sexuality, numerous 
remarks were made by GELLATLY about homosexuals, referring MACLEAN 

as a "faggot" on a number of occasions in the time leading up to the murder. 
At the time of assaulting MACLEAN, GELLATLY believed him to be a 

homosexual male. 

John MILICEVIC, aged 46 years was murdered at Rushcaters Bay Park, 

Rushcutters Bay on the 15 August 1993. Detective Senior Constable PAYNE 
who investigated the murder made the following comment in a progress 

report addressed to the Homicide Unit at Major Crime South Sydney, "The 
deceased is a single man who's employed with Westpac Bank, North Sydney. 
He resides on his own and is believed to be homosexual." There are no other 

background statements or nfornnation available to review regarding 
MILICEVIC'S sexuality, so the opinion of the Detective, who investigated the 

matter is relied upon when making this assessment. It is clear that there is a 

high level of animomty on behalf of =t .tglandl NP124 I, towards homosexual 
ma les A statement provided by = S support 

thoroughly summed up 5 attitude towards homosexual males. 
itoo...th stated, "During one of the suspensions during the in

Detective KIRKMAN left the interview room and I was again alone with the 
young person.tiette . He said: •I hate fags, my brother well he's not my 

real brother. but I consider him to be my brother was attacked by fags."" 
..1.12ethother, 99  'outlined her son's hatred of homosexual males 

in her statement to Police.: Igg  id, Minclhas a chMike towards 
homosexuals. He told me this a couple of weeks ago" 

Although there is no direct evidence that the victim was gay, comments by the 
POI indica. that he believed that the victim was homosexual. The sexuality of 

the POI is maim., but based on comments made by the POI it can be believed 
Mat the POI was most probably heterosexual. The POI'S perception that the 
victim gay indicate, the mina, of the POI and support, that there were 

differences between the POI and the victim, whether real or perceived. The 
victim was also on a disability pension although no information recorded as to 

what the disability was. There is no information that the POI suffered and 
disability, supporting the presence of the differences between the POI and the 

There appears to a misunderstanding of prompts within the indicator by the 
investigators. The prompt relating to the victim being a member of an 

outnumbered groups relates to the victim's immutable characteristics not his 
social activity. Additional the prompt around historical animosity relates to the 

animosity between groups not individuals. 

Additional lines of enquiry identified; 

* The type and level of disability of the victim 
3 The appearance of the victim (did his clothing distinguish him as a member of 

particular group, e.g. gay, unemployed, etc) 

This indicator is assessed as being present. 

Although no evidence exists to confirm that the victim was homosexual, the 

statements of the original investigating police strongly suggest that the victim 
was homosexual. The POI's identified as heterosexual and as outlined in the 

evidence the POI's perceived the victim to be homosexual. There is no other 
information supplied that indicate that any other differences existed between 
the victim and PO. Arm-anent was made by one of the PCM, in regards not 

understanding the vaim when he spoke, but there is nothing to indicate that 
racial or ethnic/national origin was a factor in the incident. 

Issues around the understanding of the prompts by the investigators is evident 
with the prompt, "VMm is a member of group that is outnumbered by 

members of another group in the area where the incffent oc.rted", this 
indicator relates to group dynamics and not the individual number of people 

involved. This prompt is aimed at identifying if a defensive bias crime typology 
may have been present. For the prompt "Incident coincided with a holiday or 

date M particular significance to the victim or POI group'' the prompt relates to 
group and not individuals. 

It has been assessed that this indicator was present. 
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Assessment 

Whfft GELLATLY was assaultng MACLEAN in frOnt of witness. 196 and INS :, he the information clearly -dent ifies that bias mot voted language was used by the POltowards the victim and in relation to the victim itnesths and accessorW5t0 the No No No drawings, marking, symbols or graffiti were present at the There 15 no information to indi,M that any bias 
vvas heard to be shouting something to the point of, "Faggot", and "You fucking faggot." It is 

if MACLEAN was aware of these comments as it is undetermined when he lost 
consciousness during this assault. Independent witness! NM !rcalled in her 
statement GELLATLY pointing towards her friends, MACLEAN and her and yelling, =That guy 

is a fag." MACLEAN replied, "Who cares if I am?" 

assault report the following language aimed directly at either the victim or in relation to the victim 

"'That guy is a fag." 
= "Don't you ever think.. touching me, you fag." 

* "Matt, you know, and there's this, aff faggot, down at that, ah, dub just down the road there. Do you reckon you can get him for me?") "there's a fucking faggot down 
that way"; "can you get him for me, I want to belt him"; and "NOpe, 1 want to kill him, I want to kill him" 

crime scene, on the body of MACLEAN or on GELLATLY. motivated drawings, markings, symbols or graffiti was

unknown left at the scene or in the surrounding area. There is no 
information to indicate that the POI had any tattoos that 
vvQuid indicate membership in a hate group or that he

held any extremist ideologies. 

* how he likes . "hit faggots or sornethWg" This indicator is assessed as . being present. 
= "Faggot', and "You fucking faggot' 

From the information available the bias language occurred both before and during the assault on the victim. 

Verbal-Textual Hostility assessment of the language indicates the following themes; 

Inmrpellation (naming .e other) - calling the victim a "fag' 

* Prof.,. (cursing/swearing) - using the word "fucking" to describe the victim 
= Terrorisation (threats of violence/death) - stating that the POI wanted to "belt" and "kill" victim 

VTH indicates that the risk to the victim for violence was high. 

It should be noted that language alone does not provide sufficient proof that an incident was bias motivated. Language is an important indicator but language can also be 

result , trying. inflict ptychological harm on a victim as a result of a personal motivation, or during a high stress incident, unconscious biases are expressed which 
does not always indicate a conscious bias motivation. 

This indicator s assessed as being present. 

BotONff16,:and!NP1151 made numerous bias related comments in regards to MILICEVIC, as it's clear from the evidence that Me POtt expressed ant gay bias prior to and during the incident. Stat... f rom witnesses also indicate that the POI's held strong No N, Determined No bias related drawings, markings, symbols or graffiti vmre Based on the information supplied them is no 

well as displaying a bias or phobia towards homosexual males in general,Nj7j* interview 
with Detective Constable Steve KUHNKE indicated that the group had all attended 

Rushcutters Bay Park to commit a robbery and the likely target was a homosexual matt. 

vews regarding homosexuals. The statements include; 

= "1 ROIN ireplied, "We were looking for someone to roll for some money up at the cross. We decided . go to Rushcutters Bay because we knew it was al nown 

identified at the crimes scene in Rushcutters Bay Park. In 
regards to markings or tattoos displayed by the offenders, 

witness, do not comment in relation to seeing any tattoos. 

information to indicate any bias motivated drawings, 
markings, symbols or graffiti were at the crime scene. 

Information indicates that both the 1=015 (9,w:end 
Detective KUHNKE asked, "What is von side of t.Mory, 

14,124 !replied, "We ca re locking for someone to roll for some money up at the cross We 
homosexual gathering place. Three of us walked down there, we kept walking along waters edge along the park and uh we sat down for a white and had a few cigarettes 
and then we got up and we kept walking along the pa., this man was walking in the opposite direction. We kept walking and when he got 5 metres in front of us I looked 

Due to a lack of converted data, Police are unable to confirm if 
any of the offenders had tattoos at the time of MILCEVICS 

r NP121 j) have tattoos know that may indicate 
membership or belief in the ideology of hate groups. 

These decided to go to Rushcutters Bay because we knew it was a known homosexual gathering 
place." :Rowsrcontinued, "Oh well I say I was sitting down on the se. and um he 

at him and he looked at me, and he licked his lips like a fag and when he got in front of me I king hit him in the left temple. Uh he fell down and got back up again, he 
started screaming like a girl and uh he ran andffottsistabbed him once. I only seen him do it once and that's all."" 

muder. Bothttomsr and: flP12.1 now have numerous tattoos, 
some which could be" nterpret. as bias related or being 

tattoos include, 
hese 

symbols .ve signifim,e to hate groups but without [MILICEVIC] started walking and I was a . 4 .. night. Cause like you know I'd been = ":NR1thireplied, "Oh well ) say I was sitting down on the seat and um he started walking and I was a bit agi .. night. Cause like you know I'd been smoking pot..? affiliated with OHG'S. Due to their young age inn., both 

smoking pot. And urn, 1 5.55 out pretty easily and he just started walking and urn and urn um, I stress out pretty easily and he ff,,artedroalking and um, and um he said something and I just, sort of retaliated and I called him a fag. And he said off th.he being teenagers, it is doubtful that any of the offenders had seeing the tattoos it is not possible to try and determine 
. said something and I just, 0000 0taliated a. I called him a , s., Following the wanted to kiss me and lifer didn't like it mate, didn't 16 e it at all. And 1 urn punched him and um, he got up a rtt urn he started run for me and I stepped to t. side , him a group or an Ideology. It is unknown when these tattoos at the time of MILICEVIC'S rnurder. 

which are displayed by, 93'iN Wn, NP126ttre known interview, Detectives obtained a statement from 2515 support pen onl_ 16 1 and stabbed him in the shoulder. Told him to get lost and he just wouldnt listen mate. Then he just started going berserkk' tattoos were obtained and whether they indicate a 
1100 :, who noted some strong homophobic comments made byTnT16 during a 

timeout in the interview process.: 1100 tt.ted, "During one of the sttpensions during 

= "1...,,atett "Towards me, near the seat. Cause I was sitting on a seat and the path's about from here to that wall away. And he sort of stepped off the path walking 

straight towards me D,e,ve KIRKMAN asked, "And what did you dor RP1161stated, "Oh I rust sat there mate and he just said, said, said something to me." Detective 

symbols of numerous OVA'S and white supremacist groups, 

who preach a hatred of hornosexualmales.The tattoo 

membership in a hate group at the time of the murder. 

the then ith Me KIRKMAN asked, "What did he say?"191131106:mplied, "Oh ItM. it was something like you know, um cums or thm,h1ng. I, 1 mntt mmember. But it isn't wasnt pleasant. I and Mtattoos depicted orff NR196 .1tt believed to sta.,. As the time the tattoos were obtained tt unknown Me 

young person: 6ffty . He said, l hate fags, my broMer, well hes . my ,a1 brother, b. 
I consider him to be my brother was attacked by fags," Mother of: NM.,__ ;i .. i 

o _Ialso provided a Witness statement to Police in regards to homophobic comments 
made to her by her 99 S stated, ',Pl.,: has a dislike towards homosexuals. He 

told rne this a couple of weeks ago." 

didnt think it sounded pleasant anyway. And um he sort of had an accent and so I rust called hiry a fag. Hole   what M sad to me I just didnt take it wells at all. 'Cause 
I'm a homophobic mate, lm scared of em. I just started freaking out real bad. And ah he just wanted to give me a kiss mate and I just and I didnt like it. So I punched him 

and a h"" 
= 1 19 !stated, "brotterhas a dislike towards homosexuals. He told me this a couple of weeks ago" " 

indicator cannot be assessed ands Not Determined". respectively Whilst 
disturbing by nature , the exact meaning of the symbols is 

unclear and there meaMng is open to int,pretation. The 
exact meaning of each tattoo would require clarification from 

the offenders themselves. 
It is assessed that this indicator is present. 
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No No GELLATA was charged with the murder of MACLEAN. There 
is no evidence to suggest GELLATLY was affiliated with an 

OHG. There is no eaMence available which indicates any 
objects that represent an OHG were left at this location by 

There is no information to indicate that the POI was a member of a hate group and no information to indicate that a hate group 
was involved in the assault. All information indicates that the POI assaulted the victim alone, generally with hate group 

involvement the assault would be a group assault. 

No N. Determined MACLEAN was assaulted and died outside lacIrsoris on There is . information . indicate a previous has 
George, George Street, Sydney. There are . recorded motivated incidents at the location where the victim 

incidents of bias crime having occurred at this location. There interacted with the POI or where he was killed. There A 
is no evidence or previous reported incidents that suggest no information recorded in relation to bias motivated 

Yes 

GELLATA or others prior. or following the assault which 

resulted in MACLEAN'S death. MACLEAN'S death was a 
result of head injury. Evidence supports.at these injuries 

were used by GELLATA repeatedly punching and kicking 

Issue is taken with the information supplied by the investigators in relation to the prompt, "There are indications that a hate group 

was involved or active in the area." The investigators have supplied the following Worm., 

"There are no indAations that an OHG was involved or active In the area around the Sydney CBD at the time of MACLEAN'S death." 

MACLEAN had been receiving harassing mail, email or phone offences targeting both the disability community and the 

calls for any reason. LeBTI community in the surrounding area. 

Further lines of enquiry; 
MCLEAN. This is a common MO for many assaults however 

not necessarily specific to OHS'S. This indicator is deemed as not being present. 

Further lines of enquiry) 

*Identification of bias motivated incidents in the 
surrounding area (targeting both I. LGBTI and disability 

communrties) 

* Determination of hate group activity in the BeC  and surrounding areas, including preArred victim group 
Determination of MO of any known hate group and victim selection and recruitment processes (e.g. did recruitment require the 

assault . Anon. group member) 

It is the opinion of the Bias Crimes Unit that this statement is very broad and generalised. The likelihood of hate group being active 
in the CBD during that period is assessed as M.o. It is unknown how the investigators determined that no hate group activity was 

present. It is acIsnowledged that it Is unlikely that a hate group was involved in the attack on the victim, but it cannot be ruled out 
that hate groups were active in the CBD during that period targeting the LGSTI community. Circumstantial information known 

indicates that hate group (skinhead crews) were active during that period and would target members of the LGEITI community. 

As there is . information supplied as to the prevalence 
of bias motivated crimes and/or incidents targeting the 

LeBTI . disability communitp in the surrounding area it 
is not possible to assess this indicator and as such this 

indicator is assessed as being "N. Determined". 

2 
Yes Not Determined There are indications that a group of homeless teenagers or 

'street kids' were targeting homosexual males in the area for 
robbery offencesApttARBrtornmented about this in his 

interview with DetectAe Constable KUHNKE. Detective 
Constable KUHNKE asked, "You're not aware of any pe, 
people hanging around there in particolarttINPIRB 'replied, 

ve heard some, I've heard of some um fag bashings that go 
on Aere. That's about it." Detective Constable KUHNKE said, 

"They happen at Pushcutters Bay, do they,. Bps. ,'replied, 

"Yeah, and A the wall." KUHNKE asked, "How do you know 
about those," LNXIIKB1replied, "MA from the street kids and 

that you know, talking. and they say you know someone got, 
got bashed or something like that." No objects or someo

that represent items sent the workof an OHG were left at the 

There is no information to indicate that a hate group was active in the area. Although homeless/street kids were identified as 

targeting homosexuals at the location, there is no information . indicate that these kids had formed a hate group (as defined by 
the NSW.). Hart group actrtity targeting gays w. known to occur AA known members of hate groups were believed to be 

operating in the CBD targeting gays. There's no evidence at this stage to indicate any of these groups targeted the location. The. 
is no information to indicate that the POI's were members of a hate group. 

Further !Ines of enquiry identified) 

* Identify hate groups that were active 

* Identify the range of these hate groups and whether they targeted the location 
*Identify any affiliation between the POI's and active hate groups that targeted the area 

Given that the association between the POI's and hate groups is unknown and further enquiries are required, this indicator is 

assessed at "N. Determined". 

Yes Yes The location of Puska., Bay Park was a known beat The location of the murder was a known beat. 

location. Detective Constable Steve KUHNKE interviewed Information from the POLO indicated that the location 
TNISI1?4rtrand asked him for his wrsi. of events, during his was known as a location that gay males attended and 

formal interview.LFTA?L1j5aid, "We were looHng for someone was targeted by street kids for robbery offences. The 
to roll for some money up at the Cross. We decided to go to POI's made admissions to targeting the location fora 
Rushcutters Bay because we knew it was a known homosexual robbery offence on the night of the murder. Another 

gathering place." There were a number of othertnadents that murder occurred at the location (OLSEN) where the 
occurred in the same area, the most notable being the murder victim was assaulted and subsequently drowned. The 

of Cyril OLSEN on the 22 August 1992. OLSEN was assaulted victim in this case was known to be homosexual. The 

and bashed by unknown persons Attin Rush ers Bay Park, eAent of the anti-gay bias cdmes at the location is 
prior to stumbling up to RI...utters Bay Marina, where he fell unknown. 

into the water and subsequently drowned. OLSEN identified 
himself as a homosexual male and was thought to be Further lines of enquiry include, 

frequenting location,the known beat location,  the intention of 
engaging in sexual acts vvith other males. OLSEN however, 3 Reortw of reported crimes at the location over a 

may have met his murderers at a bar or nightclub prior to Aentified time frame to identify the extent of anti-gay 
attending Rush.rters Bay Park in the early hours of the bias crimes 

morning to engage in sexual actin... This differs from the *Reach out to the comm.-L. for individuals who were 
murder of MILICEVIC, who was approached, assaulted and victims of bias crimes at the location to come forward 

robbed by his offenders who were waiting for him In the park. with Information 

No 

crime scene. OnlyIBP.IP_iP alNixipsilertmed responsibility 

for their actions i r4P7and“,, . 'did not claim to be part 
of an jOHG howevettpurtuj who was the girlfriend of 
NP124, declined to be interviewed by Police following legal 
advice. The M.O. is not known to be similar to any OHG that 

may have been active in the area. 

This indicator is assessed as being present. 
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Assessment 

'lea Evidence was collected from three independent 
witnesses providingInformation in respect to derogatory 

terms being made by GELLATLY towards MACLEAN prior 
to the assault that killed him. It is evident from the 
verOo. given by all independent vittnesses that they 

would liMly have perceived the actions of GELLATLY to 
have been motivated by bias. 

Evidence clearly indicates that the POI used biased 
Homage towards the victim and assaulted the victim in 

the presence of witnesses after using biased language. 
Evidence from accessories indicated that the the POI 
again utilised bias language towarvmhe victim and 

expressed a desire to assault and kiln the victim. 

This indicator is assessed as being present. 

Not Determined N. Doter mined Prior to assaulting MACLEAN, GELLATLY is not known to have been 
Involved in any instances Involving such a high level of violence. There is 

o eWdence avairvble to suggest GELLATLY was associated with . a 
member of an OHG. Evidence suggests MACLEAN had been involved in 
everal incidents of violence toward, GELLATLY and his associates in the 

ime leading Les to his murder. Witness 1151  described standing 
with MACLEAN chatting to him outside the Jackson's on George 

nightclub when GELLATLY pointed towards the witness, her friends and 

There is no information to indicate that the POI was associated or a member of a hate group. The POI had no history 
of violent crime and there is no information to Indicate the POI's opinion ofthe LGBTI or disabilitycommunity. There 

, no information to indicate that the POI had previously targeted members of the LGBTI or disability community for 
bias crimes or bias incidents. The victim was perceived by the POI to be gay based on the POI's language and as such 
the vic was breaking traditMnal conventions in relation to sexuality in the eyes of the POI. There is no information ffrn 

mcorded as to whether the motive of the POI was canvassed during any interview or during any conversation with the 
POI by investigating police. It is therefore unknown the motive of the victim. 

No No 

MACLEAN and yelled, "That guy is a fag." MACLEAN replied, "Who cares 

f I too' This vves followed by GELLATLY approaching MACLEAN and 
shaping up prior to stating, "Don't you ever think about touching me, 

you fag." After these comments, GELLATLY assaulted MACLEAN by 
punching him in the mouth and walking off. Witnessert 196 and 

Additional lines of ennui, 

*Ascertain if any admissions regarding the motive of the attack were obtained 

*Ascertain if conversations regarding the POI's views of t. LGBTI 
*Speak to the POI Codetermine his motivations for the incident. 

195 described GELLATLY as shouting something to the point of, 
Faggot", and "You fucking faggot" during the assault. Whilst evidence 

suggests MACLEAN was intact heterosexual, GELLATLY'S perception of 
, sexuality is INely to have come from MACLEAN'S comment, "Who 

ares if I am?" The retaliatory assault is likely to have been as a result of 

There appears. be confusion by the investigators in relation to the prompt, "The victim was perceived to be breaking 

from traditional conventions or working non traditional employment". This prompt relates to societal conventions not 
in relation to the victim deceiving his wife. Although the sexuality of the victim is not known, the fact that the POI 

believed him to be gay would [mil-irate a breaking of a traditional convention. 
MACLEAN assaulting GELLATLY and his associates prior. 

Based on the available information it cannot be determined if the indicator was present and as such the indicator is 
assessed as 'Not Determined". 

2 
No There are no indications that any actual witnesses 

perceived that this incident was motivated by bias. The 
Detectives that investigated the murder are clearly of 

the opinion that bias was a possible and strong motive. 
The Police opinion is based upon MILICEVIC'S suspected 
sexual n, the nature of the location as a beat 

and the admissions of the offenders themselves. 

There were no witnesses who indicated that they 

believed the incident was bias motivated. 

This indicator is assessed as not being present. 

No Yes Biffig jandApptrhd pot come under Police notice prior to the 

murder of MILICEVIDirNgi has no other charges pkor to or after the 
ne that relates to the murder of MILICEVIC but has a lengthy history of 

nteraction with Police in relation to mental health and self harm 
ncidents Very little background information is known in relation to 
MILICEVID It appear, that MILICEVIC lived arvne . =Elizabeth Bay 

Road, Kings Cross and was a long term employee of the Westpac 
anking Corporation, where . was employed as a Bank Messenger. 

The rnotive of the offenders in relation to the incident were clearly articulated by the POI's in interviews and witness 

statemenff corroborate the POO motive. The POI's admitted to gong to the location to commit a robbery offence 
against a member of the LOOP comm., The POI's clearly indicate that they have animus towards the gay 

community. The POI's admit that the artrio. of the victim drove the level of violence towards the victim; 

"And um he sort of had an accent and so I just called him a fag. He just, what he said me I just didn't take it well, at 

all. 'Cause I'm a homophobic mate, I'm scared of 'em. I just started freaking out real bad. And ah he just wanted to 
give rne a kiss mate and I just and I didn't like it. So I punched him and ah"" 

Yes Yes 

MILICEVICwagidentified at Glebe Morgue by fellow Westpac employee 

who was VILICEVICS direct supervisor at Westpac. 
MILICEVIC was not seen to be breaking from traditional conventions or 

working in non-traditional employment. 

It is clear from the comments of the PMI's and statements from the vvitnesses that the incident was partially if not 
wholly motivated by bias towards the victim who was perceived to be homosexual. 

There appears to be a lack of understanding by the investigators in relation to this indicator. The investigator, have 

failed to understand the meaning of the indicator and appear to have focused on the prompts and not the indicator. 
The prompts are designed to prompt lines of enquiries not be a checklist. The admissions of the Kit's appear to have 

been overlooked by the investigators in determining of the indicator was present. In addition there appears a lack of 
understanding around the prompt, "The victim was breaking from traditional conventions or working non traditional 

employment. The Investigators have stated that the victim was not breaking traditional conventions, when the victim 
was perceived to be gay which is deemed to be breaking a traditional convention Ina heterosexual society. 

This indicator is assessed a, being present. 
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MACLEAN was assaulted and subsequently died The location of the incident has no known significance to either the LGBTI community or No No A general motive G established from the statements of Information supplied by associates of the POI indicate that the Yes Yes CELLO Lf acMd alone during the assault of MACLEAN. 
outside the nightclu b Jackson's on George, George the disability comp.,. There is no information supplied to indicate the location had a GELLATLY'S associates which stems from MACLEAN'S victim had assaulted (head butting) his associates and the POI GELLATLY assault. MACLEAN an initial time causing him 

Street, Sydney. At the time of MACLEAN'S death, it 
was not known to have been a location associated 

history of previous bias motivated inddents. actions throughout the night. Evidence suggests 
MACLEAN assaulted GELLATLY and his associates which 

throughout the night prior to the victim's death. In light of this 
information the comment by the POI, —Don't you ever think 

a split lip from a single punch. After this initial assault, 
GELLATLY walked a short distance away and waited until 

with or frequented by person, from any particular 

group. There is no evidence to suggest the location of 

There appears to be a misunderstanding by .e investigator, in relation to the prompt, 

"The location of an incident has specific significance to the victim or pol group. . This 

most likely resulted in GELLATLY retaliating. A defence of 

provocation is raised that GELLATLY assaulted MACLEAN 

about touching me, you fag", may not indicate the POI having 

anxiety around the victim' sexuality. Based on the information 

he could recruit two young person's to lure MACLEAN 

over to him away from the general public where he 
he incident had any specific significance to 

MACLEAN or GELLATM. 

indicate, relate, to .e significance of a lorry,on to a group not the individual. 

The indicator is assessed as not being present. 

due to MACLEAN'S aggressive and harassing behaviour 

during the night In regards to GELLATLYS comments 
regarding MACLEAN'S alleged sexuality, there is evidence 

to suggest that this was a misconception on GELLATIff 5 
behalf. 

supplied there is no information to suggest that the victim made 

sexual advances towards the POI, again highlighting the 
possibility that the assault was motivated by something other 

than wholly sexual orientation em This does not however 
preclude that the incident was motivated by partial bias 

motivation against the victim. 

Additional lines of enquiry include: 

1 Determining the POI's motive 
Determining the level of animosity the ff.. had towards the 

started a much greater assault against MACLEAN. 

Witnesses suggest that this assault was excessive, stating, 
He belted the shit out of his, all his face, and all .s eye 

up there was cry, you know, around on his bottom Pp 
there, you know, then he ended up falling to the ground 

like a bag of shit" There is also evidence that GELLATLY 
kicked MACLEAN to the face whilst he was on the ground 

unconscious which is very excessive for a retaliatory 
assault. It is unknown if the emery level, of violence were 

as a result of GELLATLY'S perception of MACLEAN'S 
sexuality. 

LAN and/or disability community 

Given that information suggests that a potential motive existed 
(retaliation) and the possibility of a bias motivation it is 

assessed that this indicator i5 not present. 

2 
Rushcutters Bay Park was a well Mown beat location. The location is a well known beat and from the information available it was well known t0 No No Detectives investigating the incident were firmly oft. It is clear from the available information that the incident was Yes Yes No weapons of opportunity were used in I. murder of 

This was common knowledge and wet certainly Mher peoMe as being a beat. Admissions by the POI's indicate they targeted the location belief that all three (2) offenders attended the location primarily motivated for economic reasons. Admissions from the MILICEVIC."Bolvertrmed himself with a knife prior to 
apparent Me/2115 landi rol2.  111N13.1/Aland P'S? i 

both participated in electronically reCOrded 

because it was known as a beat as evidenced bo, for the purpose of robbing someone. In a progress report 

to the Homicide Squad, Rose Bay Detective Sergeant 

POry indicate the purpose of the attending the location was to 

rob an individual for money to spend up at the Cross (r nos 

at[ending ...OM, Bay Park, for the express purpose 

of committing a robbery. All offenders took part in the 
nterviews following their arrests In the A.C.T.  NM., 'stated, "We were looking for someone to roll for some money up at the cross. We MILLER wrote, "It is alleged that all young persons' Cross). The POI's also admryed the reason for targeting the assault. The level of violence is excessive under the 
orytable KUHNKE intertiewer)and asked 

him to describe what happened on the night of 

decided to go to ...ter, Bay because we knew it was a known homosexual gathering 

place.1Nelde1 is then asked further questions by Detective Consta be rteve KUHNKE in 

attended Rushcutters Bay Park, Rushcutters Bay for the 

purpose of robbing a victim for money or property. It is 

location was to target a member of the LGBTI comm.., circurrmances. The offenders outnumbering MM.,. 

three(3)to one (1), indicates that the use of the knife by 
MILICEVIC'S deryff L,P:PA j ffated "We were looking regards to the)ocation. KUHN. asked "You're not aware of any pe, people hanging alleged that DOYLE had in his possessor the knife A clear motive has been effryi.ed and ,, such it has been ',NI,* even if it is to defend himself which 's unlikely, is 
or someone to roll for some money up at the cross. 

We deeded to go to Rushoutters Bay because we 
knew it was a known homosexual gathering place. 
60124 j is then asked further questions by Detective 

around there in particular. t(Pit/!" replied, "I've heard some, Ive heard of some um fag 

bashings that go on there. That's about it." KUHNKE then asked, "They happen at 
Rushcutters Bay, do they?" And 'Me:11241 replied, "Yeah, and at the wall." 

recovered from Rushcutters Bay and that the other 

young portions' knew this. It is alleged that one or all 
three stabbed the victim with this knife." No weapons of 

opportunity were used in the murder of MILICEVIG. 

assessed that this indicator is not present. highly excessive. 

Constable Steve KUHNKE in regards to the location. 

KUHNKE asked, "You're not aware of any pe, people 
hanging around there in parecular.MMIMM1 replied, 

'I've heard some, I've heard of some um fag bashings 
hat go on there. That's about it." KUHNKE then 

asked, "They happen at Rushcutters Bay, do they?" 
And 'Meer(/' replied, 'Yeah, and at the wall.' 

Again it appears that the investigators have misunderstood the prompts. The prompt, 

"The location of incident has specific significance to the victim or POI group." The 
investigators have stated that there was no significance for either the POI or victim. It is 

the opinion of the Bias Crimes Unit that the location has a significance to the LGBTI 
community as it was a known beat and a location for men to meet other men and have 

sexual intercourse with them. This . the opinion of the bias crimes unit makes the 
location of significance to the LGBTI community. 

dNis126 'armed himself with a knife prior to attending 

Rushcutters Bay Park, for the express purpose of 
committing a robbery. The three (3) offenders 

outrymbered MILICEVIC who was alone at the time. 
Evidence suggests all offenders took part in the assault in 

some capacity. 

This indicator is assessed as being present. 
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jas Crimes Unit 

Information indicates that the level of violence inflicted upon the victim Bias Crime There is no evidence that indicated Robert MACLEAN identified as anything other than a heterosexual male. No information was reviewed that indicated the sexuality of NELLATLY. WrvIst there is no information pertaining Additional lines of enquiry identified include; Insufficient 
was likeN excessive when compared to a crime of that type. The level of to GELLATLMS sexuality, numerous remarks were made by Gni,. about homosexuais, referring. MACLEAN as a "faggot' . a number of occasions in the time leading up to the murder. At the time of assaulting Information 

violence inflicted is indicative of a rage assault which may be motivated MACLEAN, GELLATLY likely believed him to be a homosexual male. Independent witness I151 1 recalled in her statement GELLATLY pointing towards her friends, MACLEAN and her and yelling "That guy is a " The type and level of disability of the victim 
by bias motivation or personal motivation. The level of violence alone fag." MACLEAN replied, "W. cares if I arwr This was followed by GELLATLY approaching MACLEAN and shaping up prior to stating, "Don't you ever think about touching me, you fag.' After these comments, GELLATLY *The appearance of the victim (did his clothing distinguish him as a member of 
does not prove that the incident vvas a bias motivated crime. Given Me assaulted MACLEAN by punching hirn in the mouth and walking off. Whilst GELLATLY was assaulting MACLEAN the second time in front°, witnesses( 196 and( 195 '. he was heard to be shouting something to .e particular group e.g. gay, unemployed, etc) 

information in regards to the victim assaulting the POI and his associates 
earlier in the night it likely that part of the motivation of the POI was 

point of, "Faggot", and "You fucking faggot." It is unknown if MACLEAN was aware of these comments as it is undetermined when he lost consciousness during., assault. It is evident from the versions Oven by all 
independent witnesses that they would likely have perceived the actions of GELLATLY to have been motivated by bias. Evidence suggests MACLEAN had been involved in several incidents of violence towards NELLATLY 

*Determination of hate group activity in the CBD and surrounding areas, 
including preferred victim group 

personal which would provide a possible explanation for the level of and his associates in the time leadMg up to his murder. GELL,POS percept ion eh, sexuality is likely to have come from MACLEAN'S comment, "Who cares if lam?" and his appearance. During a conversation with *Determination of MO of a w known hate group and victim selection and 
violence used on the Wt.. This does not rule out that the level of j 1150 site recalled NELL,. saying, "I thinly the guy [MACLEAN] looks as camp as hell." The retaliwory assault is likely to have been as a result of MACLEAN assaulting GELLATLY a nd his assodates recruitment processes (e.g. did recruitment require the assault of minorAy 

violence was partially due to the perception of the 001 that the victim was prior. Witnesses suggest that this assault was excessive, W., "He belted the shit out of him, all his face, and all his ,e up there was cut, you know, around on his bottom lip there, you know, then he ended up falling to group member) 

gad the ground like a bag of shit." There W also evidence that HELMUT,' kicked MACLEAN to the face whilst he was on the ground unconscious which is very excessive for a retaliatory assault. A is unknown if the woe. levels 

of violence were as a result of GELL,LY'S perception of MACLEAN'S sexuality. 

*Identification of bias motivated incidents in the surrounding area (targeting 

both the Len and disability communities) 
Additional lines of enquiry include; " Ascertain if any admissions regarding the motive of the attack were obtained 

*Ascertain if conversations regarding the POI's views of the LGBTI 
. Determining the level of animus the POI had for the LGB..disabdry 

comm.,. 

" Speak to the POI to determine his motivations for the incident 

*Determining I. POI's motive 

It is assessed that this indicator is present. 

Determining the level of animosity the victim had towards the LGRTI and/or 

disability communiN 
*Determining the level of animus the POI had for the LGBTI or disability 

community (consideration given to speaking to friends, family, work colleagues, 
etc. in relation tot. POI's views of the LGBTI community) 

2 
Given that the POI's stated their prima, motivation was robbery, the 

incident does exhibit ...foe violence. Admissions by the POI's indicate 

Bias Crime John MILICEVIC, aged 46 year, was murdered at Rushcutters Bay Park, Rushcutters Bay on the 1S August 1993. Detective Sen. Constable PAYNE who investigated the murder made the following comment in a progrew 

report addressed to the Homicide Unit at Major Crime South Sydney, "The deceased is a single man who W employed with Westpac Bank, North Sydney. He resides on his own and is believed to be homosexual." There are 

The following additional lines of enquiry were identified; Bias Come 

that the victim was punched to .e face, the victim reacted by falling to no other background statements or information avaittble to review regarding MILICEVICG wxuality, so the opinion of the Detectives who investigated the marteMs relied upon when making this assessment. It is clear that *Identify hate groups that were active 

grounding a screaming "like a girl". The use of a knife to stab the victim to there was a high one of animosity from, 1,1'1. :and:, aiPtaa t towards homosexual males. A statement provided by: N012515 support person ; wv wave anus i Mht intd N0105 i'S attitude " !dent, the range of these hate groups and whether they targeted the 
the chest twice and the mouth once exhibits a level of violence that would towards homosexual males. j NW Mated, Durng one of the suspensions during thenterview Detective KIRKMAN left the interview room and I was again alone with the young personj .P. ,  i He said. "Mate location 
likely not be seen in a non bias motivated robbery offence Of interest is 

the stab to the mouth. The pathologist report indicates that the stab to 

fag, my brother, well he's not my real brother, but I consider him to be my brother was attacked by fags. " Identify any affiliation between the POI's and active hate groups that targeted 

the area 
the mouth cut the lower lip and the underside of the tongue and Both offender .W."11 andIMM.51rnade numerous bias related comments in regards to MILCEVC as well as displaying a bias or phobia towards homosexual males in general. This attitude towards homosexual males is " Review of reported crimes at the location over a identified time frame to 

penetrated the left tonsil lac bed causing haemorrha.ng there. It's only a 

hypotheses but given the P01 Lqrp. j stated that the victimwanted to 

also wpwsented in .e cowments made byre-offended aiPtaa jin hb interview with Detective Constable KUHNKE, whe. Nat. Iis asked to dewribe whathappened on the night of MILICEVIC'S death', hIP1261 stated, 

"We were looking forsomeone to roll for some money up at the crow We decided . go to Rushcuttert Bay because we knew it was a known homosexual gathering place." Ilushoitters Bay Part was a well known beat 

identify the extent of anti-gay biw crimes 

0 Reach out . the communiN for individual 5 vvho were OW n15 Of bias crimes at 
kiss him and the POI lost it, it is likely that the stab to mouth was intended location. This was common knowledge and was certainly apparent to1AMMMAndj Nimmod. No objects oMterns that represent the work of an OHG were left at the crime scenedmitth2q1 threw the knife used to stab I. location to come forward with information 

to either disfigure the mouth or to punish the victim for wanting to kiss MILICEVIC 
h.. 

into nearby 0...utters Bay, which was subsequently recovered by Police Myers during the course of the investigation. This W believed to be the only exhibit retrieved from the scene. There are indications that 
a group of homeless teenagers or 'street kids' were targeting homosexual males in the area for robbery offences.M.NIcommented about this in Ms interview with Detective Constable KUHNIKE. Detective Constable 

The attack on the victim showed that all three POs were present and 

likely to involved, With speculation that all three may have been involved 
in the stabbing of the victim. This is consistent with the parameters of 

this indicator and specifically with regards to the prompt, "The number of 

KLIHNICE said, "You're not aware of any pe, people hanging around there in particular?"1NMIONj replied, "INe heard some, I've heard of some um fag bashings that go on there. That's abo. it/ Detective Constable PANNE 
said, "They happen at Rushc..rs 82, do they?" brittm,tteplied, "Yeah and at the wall." KUHNKE asked "How do you know about thoseWNFOKOI stated, "Just from tbe street kids and that you know, talking, and they say 

you know someone got someone got bashed or something like that." [,IF:TianclIM0.1.1 j had not come under Police notice prior to the murder of MILICEVICi ,...M has no other charges prior . or after the one that 
relates to the murder of MILICEVIC but has a lengthy history of interaction with Police in relation to mental health and self harm incidents. T. primary motive far Nii=e onell NP12•11 appeared to be robbery/ for financial 

gain but there is evidence of this being bias related because they were actwely targeting homosexual males as their preferred victims. 
POI's is greater than the number of victims and that all POI's take an 

active role in the assault" 

It is assessed that this indicator is present. 

rNmwtjr1?1. and jAPO outnumbered MILICEVIC who was alone at the time, three to one with evidence suggesting all offenders took part in the assault. The level of violence was excessive under the circumstances. The 
we of the knife bd N0.125 I even if Ada, to defend himself which is unlikely, is highly excessive. It is clear from the attitude of the offenders the offenders admissions in relation to the location and their choice of robbery 

targets, that this incident was bias related. 
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The incident has been assessed as Insufficient information for a determination to be made. The basis of this determination revolves around a number of questions that remain unanswered 

The first M the possibility of multiple motivations. The victim was on a disability pension but there is no informat.n supplied to ind.ate the type and Mid of disability that the victim had. The question of 
vulnerability is unanswered. Was the victim selected because he was perceived to be more vulnerable due to his disability. T. victim's disability cannot be discounted as a motive and needs to be explored fully. 
The possibility of the incident involving multiple motivations also needs to be considered. The victim may have been targeted due to both his perceived sexual orientation and his disability. 

The chronology of the initial assault by the victim on the POI and his associates is not outlined. The chronology of the events leading to the final assault,. the victim is important. The question to be answered is 

was the language used by the POI towards the victim as a result of the assault of the victim upon the POI and his associates or did it precede the assault. If the language preceded the assault, it gives weight to the 
argument that Me incident was bias motivated, however if Me language followed the assault by the victim Men Me language used may be related more towards a personal motivation (trying to inflict psychological 

harm on the victim by calling him gay, attempting to indicate that he was not a real man and feminising the male as an attempt by the POI to retaliate psychologically for the assault). Attacking ones [dent./ by using 
epithets is a common practice and is designed to psychologically unnerve an opponent especially when an individual feels his identity has been attacked an damaged. For example in this case, the assault by the 

victim may have attacked the core belief system of the POI, psychologically destabilising As identity. The POI's first option to regain his identity may be to belittle his opponent (calling him gay) to build the POI's self 
esteem and self worth backup. 

The level of animus towards the LGBTI community held by the POI needs. be determined. If the POI had animus towards the LGBTI community, his perception that the victim was gay plays an important role in 

Indicate 
in identifying the POI's motive for the assault. There is limited criminal history for the POI with only records for possession of a prohibited drug and making an IED when he was Juvenile (no information to 

indicate links to extremist ideology). It would greatly assist in identifying a potential motive if the views of Me LGBTI and/or disability community were known. 

It is acknowledged that based on the available information the incident may be bias motivated The assault carried out by the victim on the POI and As associates cloud the issue. The use of bias related language d 

taken in isolation indicate a suspected bias ...on in the Mast, however language alone is not sufficient to determine motivation. The key question that needs to be answered was whether the assault on the 
victim was a retaliatory attack following the assault on the POI and his associates by the victim, whether the victim was targeted for being perceived as gay by the POI or a combination of both Until this question is 

answered it is not possible to ['assay this incident. 

Based on the available information this incident .s been classified as a Bias Crime for the following reasons. The POI's have made admissions in relation to their targeting of the location and have clearly expressed 

a bias against members of the LGBTI community. The POI's stated that their primary purpose was to commit a robbery offence to obtain money to spe.. the Cross (Kings Cross). This indicates a primary economic 
motive, however the POI's further state that they targeted the location because it was a known beat and their intention to was to rob a homosexual male. The POI'S stated their animus towards gays with one POI 

stating, "I'm a homophobic mate, I'm scared 'ern. I juSt started freaking out real bad." It is clear from the available information that the murder of the victim was at least partially motivated by bias towards the 
LGBTI community. 

AY 

reMery. the document by the investigators shows a lack of understanding of the indicators, what the 
prompts mean and how to use the indicators. The process that was used by the investigators to determine 

their classification M not known or understood, their recorded responses do not correlate to their final 
assessment. As highlighted in the previous cases there appears to be a fundamental lack of understanding 
on how to use the indicators. The indicators are just that indicators that are us.. identify possible lines 

of enquiry. The indicators are not designed to be used as a checklist and that by ticking a number of 
indicators it identifies that an incident is or is not bias motivated. The use of the indicators as a check list 

greatly reduces the effectiveness of the process and greatly limits the possible lines of enquiries. The 
apparent failure to understand what the prompts are seeking to identify again, highlights an apparent lack 

of understanding of the indicators and how to use them. The prompts are rust that they are to prompt 
questions to answer the indicator and the do not limit the line of questioning for an indicator. It appears 

that the indicators themselves were the primary focus of the investigators rather than asking and 
answering the question "Why did the POI target the victim?" Additionally it is the opinion that because 

the focus of the review by the investigators was to determine if the crimes were sexual orientation bias 
ff imes, other protected categories were either overlooked or ignored. 

It should be noted that the process undertaken by the investigators (a desk top exercise) with no field 

work or analysis being undertaken is likely to have hampered the answer to the question Were these 
crimes bias motivated". Without the ability to interview the POI it is not possible to determine the POI's 

motivation which M if key to determining an incident was bias motivated. In addition without analysis of 
the environment it is difficult to build a circumstantial case for a bias motivation finding. 

As with the previous cases it is clear that there is an inherent lack of understanding on how to use the 

indicators and the purpose of the indicator approach. It is apparent from reviewing he cam that the 
investigators have used the indicators as checklist and it is clear that the strict adherence to the indicators 

as a checklist has limited the investigative exploration to the indicators and associated prompts. Again is 
apparent that the rigid adherence to the indicators as a checklist has limited the approach to answering 
the question, "Why was this victim targeted." 
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